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We discuss the data-pattern tomography for reconstruction of entangled states of light. We show
that for a moderate number of probe coherent states it is possible to achieve high accuracy of
representation not only for single-mode states but also for two-mode entangled states. We analyze
the stability of these representations to the noise and demonstrate the conservation of the purity
and entanglement. Simulating the probe and signal measurements, we show that systematic error
inherent for representation of realistic signal response with finite sets of responses from probe states
still allows one to infer reliably the signal states preserving entanglement.
I. INTRODUCTION
Quantum tomography as a way of inferring a quan-
tum state is potentially the most precise measuring tool
available to a physicist [1–3]. However, this tool requires
rather precise tuning. One needs to know characteris-
tics of the measurement setup which necessarily involves
a calibration of it. Generally, it is quite a nontrivial
task equivalent to quantum process tomography of the
detecting system. Provided that one can describe the
setup with the few-parameter model (such as efficiency
and dark count rate of detectors, etc.), it is possible in
some cases to perform the calibration without a complete
set of known probes by trading some information about
the probe for knowledge about the detector. For exam-
ple, with a twin-photon state, one can find the absolute
value of the detecting setup efficiency [4, 5]; entangle-
ment also makes possible “self-testing” or “blind tomog-
raphy” [6, 7]. Trading knowledge of probes (preferably of
the most general nature, such as Gaussianity) for infor-
mation about the measurement gave rise to the concept
of self-sufficient, or self-calibrating tomography [8–12].
However, there is a possibility of skipping the cali-
bration stage altogether. This possibility is given by
the data-pattern tomography [13, 14]. The idea of this
method is somewhat similar to that of optical image anal-
ysis with a known optical response function [15]. An ob-
server measures responses (the data patterns) for a set of
known quantum probe states and matches them with the
response obtained from the unknown signal of interest.
The data-pattern tomography can also be understood as
a search for the optimal state estimator over the subspace
that is spanned by the probe states. This approach is
naturally insensitive to imperfections of the measurement
setup since all device imperfections are automatically in-
corporated into and accounted for by the measured data
patterns. The data-pattern scheme was recently suc-
cessfully realized with few-photon signals and coherent
probes and was shown to be quite robust [16, 17].
The efficiency of data-pattern tomography depends es-
sentially on the choice of the basis set of probe states.
It is highly desirable to use the smallest possible number
of basis states. If the observer believes that the signal
state is very likely residing in some operator subspace,
he or she can make use of this insight to define the set
of probe states that spans this subspace for data-pattern
reconstruction [13, 14]. Naturally, the accuracy of the
method depends crucially on the accuracy of the signal
representation. Systematic error intrinsic in the method
is unavoidably amplified in the process of the signal in-
ference since both probe and signal patterns are subject
to statistical errors.
Here we show that such an amplification of errors
would not lead to breaking of essentially quantum fea-
tures of the state. Such a fragile feature as the entan-
glement survives the inference procedure, and for suffi-
ciently high accuracy of the representation the fidelity
of the signal reconstructions for the large number of sig-
nal state copies tends to the values close to the fidelity
given by the representation. Our simulation shows that
this number of copies stands well within the region of
experimental feasibility. Moreover, entanglement is not
broken even for a comparatively low number of signal
copies, when infidelity is several times higher than the
infidelity of the representation (which is rather remark-
able if one takes into account the main feature of the
data-pattern approach: the density matrix of the signal
is approximated by the mixture of nonorthogonal projec-
tors). So the data-pattern scheme is quite feasible and
reliable also for the reconstruction of multimodal states.
Also, we show that the representation of the signal in
terms of the classical probe basis is quite robust with
respect to the noise of the representation weights.
The outline of the article is as follows. In Sec. II we
review the basics of the data-pattern scheme and discuss
the selection criteria of optimal basis sets. After that,
we analyze different basis sets of coherent states for the
representation of single-mode states as the initial simple
problem and entangled double-mode states with a small
average number of photons. Next, in Sec. III, the qual-
ity of such expansions based on the sets with optimal
parameters is discussed. We analyze the stability of this
procedure to the noise and evaluate entanglement and the
purity of the represented states. Last, but not least, in
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2Sec. IV we present simulations of the procedure of data-
pattern reconstruction using optimal sets of coherent pro-
jectors for single-mode and entangled double-mode states
and demonstrate the survival of entanglement.
II. OPTIMAL BASIS SETS
In this section, we consider the representation of opti-
cal quantum states based on the discrete basis set in data-
pattern tomography. From a practical point of view, it
is essential to find optimal basis sets with the minimum
possible number of coherent projectors for the represen-
tation. However, to our knowledge, the optimization of
the basis choice has not yet been fully discussed and ana-
lyzed (here one can point to only two preliminary recent
works [14, 18]). In experiments [16, 17] the reconstruc-
tion was done by considering only a set of probe states
that was a priori deemed sufficiently large (from 48 to
150). We analyze the applicability of different sets of
probe states for data-pattern tomography. For the cho-
sen basis set, the efficiency of the reconstruction could
be enhanced using, for example, the adaptive Bayesian
procedure [19–22].
A. General principles
First of all, let us consider the general principles of the
data-pattern scheme. We assume that there is an appro-
priately chosen finite set of probe states which can be de-
scribed by the density operators σξ, where ξ = 1, . . . ,M .
We would like to reconstruct the true signal state de-
scribed by the density operator ρ. The key point of the
discussion is the possibility to fit the signal ρ with a mix-
ture of probes,
ρ ≈ ρAppr =
M∑
ξ=1
xξσξ, (1)
where xξ are real coefficients. In order to proceed with
the reconstruction, an observer carries out a number of
some measurements on the unknown signal state ρ and a
predefined set of probe states σξ. The outcome k in the
j-th measurement can be described by positive operator-
valued measures (POVM) Πjk,
p
(ξ)
jk = Tr(Πjkσξ),
p
(ρ)
jk = Tr(Πjkρ),
(2)
where p
(ξ,ρ)
jk are probabilities for the probe ξ or signal ρ.
Such measurements under a finite number of signal and
probe copies result in frequency distributions f
(ρ)
jk and
f
(ξ)
jk (see Fig. 1), which represent the data patterns for
the signal state and the probe states, respectively. So
from Eqs. (1) and (2) one has that the representation
Unknown state
Probe states
Measurement
system
FIG. 1: Measurement scheme of data-pattern approach.
coefficients xξ can be found by fitting the signal data
pattern with probe data patterns:
f
(ρ)
jk ≈
∑
ξ
xξf
(ξ)
jk , (3)
taking into account the physical constraints imposed on
the density operator ρAppr [ρAppr = (ρAppr)†, Tr ρAppr =
1, ρAppr ≥ 0]. These constraints imply fulfillment of the
following conditions for estimated coefficients:
xξ = x
∗
ξ ,
∑
ξ
xξ = 1,
∑
ξ
xξσξ ≥ 0. (4)
The possibility of accurate data-pattern reconstruction
is closely related to the representation (1). Having pre-
liminary information or making a reasonable guess about
the class of plausible signal states (such as the upper limit
on the average photon number) allows one to make the
reconstruction using an appropriately chosen set of probe
states spanning required subspace. The problem of the
optimal basis-state selection naturally arises. To solve
this problem our research presented here follows certain
selection criteria imposed on the basis states {σξ}.
First of all, for practical purposes, it is advisable to
use probe states that can be easily generated in the lab-
oratory and provide an accurate representation of an un-
known signal state. It was shown in previous works on
the data-pattern scheme in the single-mode case that the
usual coherent states satisfy these practical requirements
rather well for a wide class of signal states [13, 14]. No-
tice that some time ago considerable attention was paid
to representing nonclassical quantum states in terms of
the nonorthogonal basis of pure quantum states (here one
can mention, for example, classical works [23, 24]). More
recently, a number of works on representing entangled
states using such coherent bases has appeared (for exam-
ple, [25, 26]). In the current work, we are implementing a
quite different approach: a representation of the density
matrix of the signal in terms of coherent-state projectors.
Second, it is desirable to use the smallest possible
number of probe states in order to minimize computa-
tional resources for reconstruction of an unknown sig-
nal state. In subsequent research we use the fidelity
F (ρ, ρAppr) =
√
ρ1/2ρApprρ1/2 as the measure of quality
3of representation (1) [27]. Aiming for practical applica-
tions, we require the accuracy of representation (1) to be
greater than experimental measurement precision. It is
not possible to evaluate the required accuracy precisely,
but errors in recent works [16, 17] on the data-pattern
scheme may be taken as the reference point for our esti-
mations. Having relative experimental errors on the scale
of several percent, we determine the required precision of
the expansion (1) to be an order of magnitude greater.
Thus, the criterion of the required accuracy of the repre-
sentation can be expressed as F (ρ, ρAppr) ≥ 0.999. No-
tice that states that are close in terms of fidelity may have
rather different physical properties, as has been shown
theoretically and experimentally, for example, in [28–30].
So, when judging the quality of the state representation,
we estimate also purity and the entanglement.
Third, the set of basis states must be suitable for repre-
sentation of a wide range of quantum states with required
precision. In this paper, we consider the broad class of
states with small average number of photons which are
widely used and applied in quantum cryptography and
quantum computing [2, 31].
Next, we shall analyze the optimal basis sets of co-
herent projectors for the single-mode case as the initial
simple problem. After that, based on the results ob-
tained, we shall consider the case of entangled double-
mode states.
B. Single-mode case
First, we consider the selection of the optimal basis
sets for the single-mode case as the initial problem. For
this case we analyze the expansion for the single-photon
state, the coherent state with amplitude α = 0.5, the
even coherent state (the so-called “Schro¨dinger’s kitten”
state) ψ ∝ |α = 0.5〉+ |α = −0.5〉, and the superposition
of the vacuum and the single-photon states. We assume
the basis sets {σξ = |αξ〉〈αξ|}, where αξ are amplitudes
of coherent projectors. To solve the formulated problem
we use cvx for matlab, a package for specifying and
solving convex programs [32, 33]. The disciplined con-
vex programming methodology is implemented in this
system. It is assumed that one follows certain rules spec-
ifying a problem. If we take into account joint concavity
of the fidelity F in two arguments [2], it can be verified
that the problem of expansion formulated above satis-
fies the whole set of rules. To improve convergence, we
impose additional constraints on the absolute values of
the coefficients xξ: |xξ| ≤ const. It is most natural to
select the discrete sets of coherent states {σξ = |αξ〉〈αξ|}
by constructing the square lattice near the origin on the
phase plane with the axes representing the values of the
real and imaginary parts of complex amplitudes {αξ}.
Let us discuss now the possibility of representing single-
mode quantum states based on these states and find the
optimal sets, which meet the above-mentioned criteria.
The optimization parameters of these basis sets are the
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FIG. 2: The fidelities of the representation of mixed states
ρ = p|0〉〈0|+ (1− p)|1〉〈1| (p ∈ [0, 1]) using coherent projec-
tors with amplitudes selected in (a) the square lattice on the
phase plain with N ×N = 6× 6, d = 0.1 and (b) the helical
grid with N = 17, ∆r = 0.016, ∆ϕ = pi/4 (b).
number of nodes along each axis N and grid pitch d.
The increase in the accuracy of representation is pro-
vided by the increase in the number of nodes N ×N (the
number of coherent projectors) and the decrease in grid
pitch d since the recognition of small-scale details on the
phase plane requires advanced resolution. On the other
hand, filling a large area of the phase plain with the lat-
tice with small d requires an excessive number of basis
states. This means that there are some optimal values of
the number of nodes along each axis N and grid pitch d.
The dependencies of the fidelity on the parameters N and
d enable us to find the optimal parameters of the square
lattice taking into account the criterion of the required
accuracy of the representation (F ≥ 0.999). The analysis
of the representation (1) for the above-mentioned signal
states enables us to determine optimal parameters in this
case: N ×N = 6× 6, d = 0.05− 0.15.
Notice that choosing probes not on the simple square
grid but in a more sophisticated way may, in fact, lead
to better accuracy with a smaller number of probes. For
the signal with a small average number of photons we
also consider the sets of coherent states chosen in the
helical grid on the phase plane [18]. All probe states are
equidistant in radius and angle; we optimize the number
of nodes N , the step of the radial distance ∆r, and the
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FIG. 3: The fidelity of the representation of entangled
double-mode states against the grid pitch d of the square
lattice of coherent projectors: (a) the number of nodes
along each axis N = 6; (b) the number of nodes along
each axis N = 7. The predefined double-mode states
are ψ = const×(|α〉1| − α〉2 + | − α〉1|α〉2) with α = 0.5
(black bars), ψ =
(|0〉1|1〉2 + |1〉1|0〉2)/√2 (dark gray bars),
ψ =
(|0〉1|0〉2 + |1〉1|1〉2)/√2 (light gray bars).
step of the angle ∆ϕ = 2pi(m/n), with m,n ∈ N. The
optimization procedure for this set of probes gives the
following optimal parameters: N = 17, ∆ϕ = pi/4, ∆r =
0.009 − 0.016. One can see that the use of the helical
grid with optimal parameters requires indeed a smaller
number of states in comparison with the square lattice.
The analysis of the representation (1) given above is for
pure states. However, obviously, the expansion (1) holds
for mixed states as well. Let us demonstrate how the ac-
curacy of the representation fares with the mixed states.
For this purpose, we analyze the fidelity of the repre-
sentation for the mixed states ρ = p|0〉〈0|+ (1− p)|1〉〈1|
(p ∈ [0, 1]). Figure 2 shows that the fidelities of the rep-
resentation of mixed states exceed the minimum required
accuracy for optimal basis sets of coherent projectors in
the cases of the square lattice and the helical grid. This
analysis confirms that the method considered works ap-
propriately for mixed states as well.
C. Double-mode case
Now let us move to the consideration of the
multimode case. Since we are aiming, primar-
ily, to show how the entanglement survives the
data-pattern inference, we restrict ourselves to the
double-mode case. The representations are analyzed
for the following states: ψ =
(|0〉1|1〉2 + |1〉1|0〉2)/√2,
ψ =
(|0〉1|0〉2 + |1〉1|1〉2)/√2, ψ = const×(|α〉1| − α〉2 +
| − α〉1|α〉2
)
(α = 0.5). We choose the basis sets
{σξ = |αξ1〉1〈αξ1 | ⊗ |αξ2〉2〈αξ2 |} as the tensor product of
the coherent states selected in the nodes of the square
lattice on the phase plane. The parameters to optimize
are the number of nodes along each axis N and grid pitch
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FIG. 4: The fidelities of the representation of entangled mixed
states ρ = 1−p
2
(|0〉1|1〉2 + |1〉1|0〉2)(〈0|1〈1|2 + 〈1|1〈0|2) +
p
2
(|0〉1|0〉2 + |1〉1|1〉2)(〈0|1〈0|2 + 〈1|1〈1|2) (p ∈ [0, 1]) using
coherent projectors with amplitudes selected in the square
lattice on the phase plain with N = 7, d = 0.05.
d for the two modes.
Accurate representation (1) of states that are the ten-
sor product of pure single-mode states is possible for
the parameters found in the previous section (N = 6,
d = 0.05 − 0.15) since F (ρ1 ⊗ ρ2, ρAppr1 ⊗ ρAppr2 ) =
F (ρ1, ρ
Appr
1 )F (ρ2, ρ
Appr
2 ) [27]. Intuitively, in the two-
mode case it is natural to expect some nontrivial com-
plication due to the presence of entanglement. We an-
alyze the expansions (1) for the pure entangled states
mentioned above in this section. The results presented
in Fig. 3 indicate that, indeed, the representation of en-
tangled double-mode states requires a greater number of
nodes along each axis N than in the single-mode case.
This figure demonstrates that a representation with fi-
delity F ≥ 0.999 is possible for the sets with the following
optimal parameters: N = 7, d = 0.05− 0.20.
It is also useful to demonstrate that the method
considered works properly for mixed states in
this case. For this reason, we consider the ex-
pansion of the state with the density operator
ρ = 1−p2
(|0〉1|1〉2 + |1〉1|0〉2)(〈0|1〈1|2 + 〈1|1〈0|2) +
+ p2
(|0〉1|0〉2 + |1〉1|1〉2)(〈0|1〈0|2 + 〈1|1〈1|2) (p ∈ [0, 1]).
An analysis of the fidelities of the representation of
these states confirms that optimal basis sets of coherent
projectors are appropriate for the accurate expansion of
mixed states as well (see Fig. 4).
We close this section by noting that the basis sets of
coherent projectors found are applicable for the essen-
tially accurate representation of single-mode and entan-
gled double-mode states with a small average number
of photons. We note that the achieved precision of the
representation (1), F (ρ, ρAppr) ≥ 0.999, indicates that
these optimal sets of probe states can reliably represent
a wide class of signal states. This circumstance allows
us to expect that these sets of coherent projectors may
be successfully implemented in data-pattern tomography
of single-mode and entangled double-mode states effec-
tively.
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FIG. 5: The fidelities of the representation (5) against the
rms amplitude error. (a) The fidelities of the representation
of the coherent state with amplitude α = 0.5 for the square
lattice of coherent projectors with N = 6, d = 0.15. (b) The
fidelities of the representation of coherent state with ampli-
tude α = 0.5 for the helical grid with N = 17, ∆r = 0.016,
∆ϕ = pi/4. (c) The fidelities of the representation of the state
ψ =
(|0〉1|1〉2 + |1〉1|0〉2)/√2 using coherent projectors in the
pitches of the square lattice with N = 7, d = 0.15.
III. EXPANSION ANALYSIS
In this section we consider the quality of the expan-
sion (1) using discrete sets of coherent projectors. Since
any real measurements are connected with the noise of
different sources, it is essential to analyze the stability of
the representation using the basis sets considered. Af-
ter that, we shall analyze the conservation of entangle-
ment for the expansion based on the optimal discrete sets.
Last, the purity of the expansions is investigated based
on the analysis of their eigenvalues.
A. Stability
Analyzing the stability of the reconstructions using the
optimal basis sets, we compare quantum state ρ with
the result of the expansion containing fluctuations with
normal distribution N(0, σ2) in the coefficients:
ρAppr′ =
N∑
ξ=1
(xξ + {noise})σξ. (5)
Notice that we enforce semipositivity and unit trace of
ρAppr′. Plots of the fidelity F
(
ρ, ρAppr′
)
against the rms
amplitude error indicate that the representations using
the optimal sets of coherent states are quite stable for
both the single- and double-mode states. The plots for
the coherent state with amplitude α = 0.5 in the single-
mode case and for state ψ =
(|0〉1|1〉2 + |1〉1|0〉2)/√2 in
the double-mode case are presented in Fig. 5. One can
see that the fidelity remains rather high over a quite large
range of the rms amplitude error.
B. Entanglement estimation
It is not obvious that the expansion (1) based on the
set of coherent projectors conserves the entanglement. In
order to demonstrate this, we estimate entanglement for
the same states represented using the square lattice of
basis states.
We use an entanglement witness (EW) to determine
whether a state is separable or not. A density operator ρ
describes an entangled state iff there exists a Hermitian
operator W (called EW) which detects its entanglement,
i.e., Tr(Wρ) < 0 and Tr(Wσsep) > 0 for all σsep separa-
ble [34, 35]. We calculate the entanglement witness us-
ing a method proposed in Ref. [36]. For the calculation
of the operator W we use cvx [32, 33]. Figure 6 shows
the results of these calculations for the square lattice of
basis states with N = 6 and N = 7. One can see that
all values of the trace Tr(Wρ) estimated are negative.
Thus, the representation (1) with these discrete sets of
coherent projectors conserves entanglement. Figure 6(b)
demonstrates that the values of the trace Tr (WρAppr) for
the expansions using optimal basis sets are very close to
the values found for the precise density matrices, which
indicates the closeness of their entanglements.
C. Purity
At the end of this section we analyze the purity
of the density matrices ρAppr, which is defined as
µ[ρAppr] = Tr (ρAppr)2 =
∑
k λ
2
k (λk are the eigenvalues
of the density matrix ρAppr). We analyze the purity of
the density matrices ρAppr of the states considered ear-
lier. The calculations for the expansions using the op-
timal basis sets show that the purity is well conserved
in the single-mode case. Figure 7 shows the dependence
of the purity of the representation of entangled double-
mode states against the grid pitch d of the square lattice
of coherent projectors with N = 6 and N = 7. According
to Fig. 7(b) the expansions using the optimal basis sets
are found to conserve the purity with great precision.
In conclusion, we can assert that the optimal basis sets
considered in this section are applicable for a highly ac-
curate representation of entangled states with a small
average number of photons.
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FIG. 6: Plots of the trace Tr (Wρ) against the grid pitch
d of the square lattice on the phase plane: (a) the num-
ber of nodes along each axis N = 6 (fidelity level of repre-
sentation ρAppr is 0.994 − 0.999); (b) the number of nodes
along each axis N = 7 (fidelity level of representation ρAppr
is 0.999 − 0.99999). The entanglement witnesses W are ob-
tained solving the optimization problem for the precise den-
sity matrices. Filled bars represent the results for the den-
sity operators ρAppr being the representation of the following
states: ψ = const×(|α〉1| − α〉2 + | − α〉1|α〉2) with α = 0.5
(black bars), ψ =
(|0〉1|1〉2 + |1〉1|0〉2)/√2 (dark gray bars)
and ψ =
(|0〉1|0〉2 + |1〉1|1〉2)/√2 (light gray bars). White
bars represent the trace Tr (Wρ) for the precise density ma-
trices of the corresponding states.
IV. RECONSTRUCTION USING THE
OPTIMAL BASIS SETS
In this section, we demonstrate the possibility of accu-
rate data-pattern reconstruction of single-mode and en-
tangled double-mode states using the optimal basis sets
of the coherent projectors found. To this end, we shall
specify and simulate the set of measurements for this
scheme.
A. Set of measurements
As a means of demonstrating the applicability of the
discrete basis sets of coherent projectors in data-pattern
(a) (b)
FIG. 7: The purity of the representation of entangled double-
mode states against the grid pitch d of the square lattice of
coherent projectors: (a) the number of nodes along each axis
N = 6 (fidelity level of representation ρAppr is 0.994− 0.999);
(b) the number of nodes along each axis N = 7 (fidelity level
of representation ρAppr is 0.999−0.99999). The states consid-
ered are ψ = const×(|α〉1| − α〉2 + | − α〉1|α〉2) with α = 0.5
(black bars), ψ =
(|0〉1|1〉2 + |1〉1|0〉2)/√2 (dark gray bars),
ψ =
(|0〉1|0〉2 + |1〉1|1〉2)/√2 (light gray bars).
tomography in the simplest and most straightforward
way, let us take the intended measurements to be pro-
jections onto coherent states for single- and double-mode
cases. These measurements are described by the POVM
elements Πj = |βj〉〈βj | and Πj = |βj1〉j〈βj1 | ⊗ |βj2〉j〈βj2 |
(j = 1, . . . ,K) with amplitudes βj , βj1 , βj2 . For the as-
sumed ideal lossless detection, the probabilities p
(ξ)
j and
p
(ρ)
j of observing the positive outcome in the jth measure-
ment for a probe state σξ and a signal state ρ are given
by Eqs. (2). Amplitudes of the coherent projectors form-
ing the POVM elements {Πj} are selected as equidistant
phase-space points that form a square lattice in our sim-
ulations. We assume that the probabilities of observing
every coherent-state setting j for the probe state σξ and
the signal state ρ are measured with a finite number of
state copies Nrep. The experimental frequencies f
(ξ)
f and
f
(ρ)
f are simulated using a binomial distribution with pa-
rameters Nrep, p
(ξ)
j and Nrep, p
(ρ)
j for the sets of probe
states and the signal state, respectively.
One is able to carry out the reconstruction minimizing
the distance
E[xξ] =
∑
j
(
f
(ρ)
j −
∑
ξ
xξf
(ξ)
j
)2
. (6)
Minimization of the functional (6) subject to the con-
straints imposed on the coefficients {xξ} represents the
semidefinite convex problem [37] and can be solved using
the package cvx [32, 33].
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FIG. 8: The fidelities of the reconstruction of single-mode
states against the number of state copies Nrep. The ampli-
tudes of the probe states and projectors {Πj} are chosen in
the nodes of the square lattice with the optimal parameters
N = 6, d = 0.15. The reconstruction process is simulated for
the single-photon state (rhombuses), the coherent state with
amplitude α = 0.5 (squares), the even coherent state with
amplitude α = 0.5 (triangles), and the superposition of the
vacuum and the single-photon states (circles).
B. Results
We are now ready to demonstrate the possibility of
accurate data-pattern reconstruction using the discussed
optimal sets for the reconstruction of single-mode and
entangled double-mode states. Typically, the number of
employed measurement settings K is not equal to the
number of probe states M . However, for the sake of
simplicity we let K = M and take the square lattice for
the POVM elements {Πj} to be the same as that for the
set of basis states {σξ}.
In the single-mode case we select the amplitudes of
probe states and projectors {Πj = |βj〉〈βj |} to be in the
nodes of the square lattice with the optimal parameters
N = 6, d = 0.15. Figure 8 shows examples of fideli-
ties of the single-mode states reconstructed against the
number of state copies Nrep. In the same way we carry
out the reconstruction of entangled double-mode states
by selecting the amplitudes of the discrete sets of probe
states and projectors {Πj = |βj1〉j〈βj1 | ⊗ |βj2〉j〈βj2 |} as
phase-space points that form the square lattice with op-
timal parameters N = 7, d = 0.15. Figure 9 demon-
strates the fidelities of this reconstruction process for en-
tangled double-mode states. Figures 8 and 9 show that
the fidelities F (ρ, ρAppr) for single-mode and entangled
double-mode states are comparably close for reasonably
large numbers of state copies (Nrep > 10
4). One can
see that an observer is able to reconstruct single-mode or
entangled double-mode states with a fidelity that is arbi-
trarily close to the target fidelity F (ρ, ρAppr) = 0.999 by
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FIG. 9: The fidelities of the reconstruction of entangled
double-mode states against the number of state copies Nrep.
The amplitudes of the probe states and projectors {Πj}
are chosen in the nodes of the square lattice with the op-
timal parameters N = 7, d = 0.15. The reconstruc-
tion is done for ψ = const×(|α〉1| − α〉2 + | − α〉1|α〉2) with
α = 0.5 (circles), ψ =
(|0〉1|1〉2 + |1〉1|0〉2)/√2 (squares),
ψ =
(|0〉1|0〉2 + |1〉1|1〉2)/√2 (triangles).
increasing the number of state copies Nrep. So for suf-
ficiently high accuracy of the representation the fidelity
of the signal reconstructions for a large number of signal
state copies indeed tends to the values close to the fidelity
given by the representation. Furthermore, this number
of copies stands well within the region of experimental
feasibility.
Finally, we analyze the conservation of entanglement
for the signal states reconstructed with different num-
bers of state copies Nrep. For this purpose, we calculate
the entanglement witness W using a method proposed
in Ref. [36]. An entanglement witness operator calcu-
lated for the precise density matrix ρ does not have to
be EW for the states ρAppr reconstructed with a rela-
tively small number of state copies. Therefore, for the
calculation of the entanglement witness W we solve the
problem of convex optimization for the density operators
ρAppr reconstructed. Figure 10 shows the results of these
calculations for the same sets of probe states and projec-
tors as in Fig. 9 (we select them in the square lattice on
the phase plane with parameters N = 7, d = 0.15). Fig-
ure 10 demonstrates that the entanglement survives the
inference procedure even for a reasonably small number
of state copies Nrep.
We conclude that using a discrete probe set of appro-
priately chosen coherent projectors in data-pattern to-
mography enables us to accurately reconstruct entangled
optical quantum states.
8FIG. 10: Plot of the trace Tr (WApprρAppr) against the
number of state copies Nrep for the following signal
states: ψ = const×(|α〉1| − α〉2 + | − α〉1|α〉2) with α =
0.5 (black bars), ψ =
(|0〉1|1〉2 + |1〉1|0〉2)/√2 (dark gray
bars), and ψ =
(|0〉1|0〉2 + |1〉1|1〉2)/√2 (light gray bars).
The entanglement witnesses WAppr are obtained by solv-
ing the optimization problem for the reconstructed den-
sity matrices. The values of Tr (Wρ) by obtained
solving the optimization problem for the precise den-
sity matrices are approximately equal to −0.00089 for
the signal state ψ = const×(|α〉1| − α〉2 + | − α〉1|α〉2) and
−0.00249 for the signal states ψ = (|0〉1|1〉2 + |1〉1|0〉2)/√2
and ψ =
(|0〉1|0〉2 + |1〉1|1〉2)/√2. The fidelity level for the
reconstructed states is 0.86− 0.999.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We have discussed the data-pattern approach to
quantum tomography of entangled states. The efficiency
of this procedure depends essentially on the choice of
the basis set of the probe states. We substantiated
the choice of the discrete set of coherent states by
constructing a regular grid of basis states and finding
the optimal expansion for given quantum states based
on this basis set using the method considered in the
paper. We have demonstrated the possibility of accurate
representation of entangled states based on these discrete
sets of coherent projectors, found the optimal ones for
entangled double-mode states as well as single-mode
states with a small average number of photons, and
demonstrated the robustness of the representation
with respect to added noise. The simulations of the
reconstruction process demonstrated the feasibility and
the effectiveness of data-pattern quantum tomography of
entangled states using the discrete basis set of coherent
states. The results presented show that the data-pattern
approach may become an efficient tool in experimental
quantum-state reconstruction of entangled states.
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